
Urban Jungle test tube wall holder
Instructions No. 2456

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 1 hour

Even in the smallest space, these decorative Urban Jungle plant nursery stations can be decoratively attached to the wall.
Learn here how you can make these wall hangers yourself.

Urban Jungle plant nursery station for the wall
You will need a wall stapler in addition to the materials listed to create this idea. 

In the first step, paint the two cutting boards with VBS craft paint in pastel olive green. While the paint is drying, cut the
Texipap into strips about 10 inches wide.

Once the paint has dried, place a strip of Texipap across one of the cutting boards and secure it to the left outer edge on the
board with a stapler.
Set markings and guide lines for the fusing seams
Use a test tube as a "template" by placing it on the board directly at the staple seam, run the Texipap as a loop around this
glass and mark out with a pencil the place where the loop must be fixed to the board next. Make small marks on the top as
well as the bottom edge of the Texipap band so that you can trace them out on the board to form a line for the next staple
seam. While you are at it, make a small mark directly on the Texipap so you can measure how long it needs to be to make a
"holder loop". Remove the test tube. 

Using the marks you made, measure the distance from staple seam to staple seam. Place another mark in the center of the
cutting board and then mark out the other fixing seams to be placed for the second and third test tubes.

Now you can use the stapler to fix the Texipap tape one after the other on the pre-drawn lines to the three holding loops on
the cutting board. Cut off any protruding tape at the edges.
Craft the next wall holder in the same way and then arrange both on the wall.

To fill with water and green offshoots, both can be easily removed and then re-hung.

Must Have

VBS Glass tubes for decoration, pack of 5

5,25 CHF
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/vbs-glass-tubes-for-decoration-pack-of-5-a24478/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

631983 VBS Glass tubes for decoration, pack of 5 1

393638-02 Texipap, 50 x 110cmChocolate 1

11793 Cutting Board Bamboo25 cm 2

560085-96 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlPastel-Olive Green 1

Add to shopping cart
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